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Kroll data breach exposes info of FTX, BlockFi,
Genesis creditors

Multiple reports on social media warn of a data breach at �nancial and risk advisory company

Kroll that resulted in exposing to an unauthorized third-party the personal data of some credit

claimants. Kroll, who is facilitating claims for insolvent companies FTX, BlockFi, and Genesis

Global Holdco, has con�rmed that one of its employees was the victim of a SIM-swapping

attack.

Hackers stole the Kroll employee's phone number and used it to gain access to some �les with

personal data of bankruptcy claimants.

FTX and BlockFi posted on X today that a security incident at Kroll involving unauthorized third-

party access on its systems exposed “limited, non-sensitive customer data of speci�c

claimants.”

Read More

https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/kroll-data-breach-exposes-info-of-ftx-blockfi-genesis-creditors/


 

More #News

WinRAR zero-day exploited since April to hack trading accounts

Privacy regulators tell social media companies to fear the scrapers Joe Warminsky

Data breach at French govt agency exposes info of 10 million people

 

#Breach Log

Ransomware ecosystem targeting individuals, small �rms remains robust

Mom’s Meals service discloses data breach impacting 1.2 million

ICO calls on social media �rms to protect user's data from scraping

 

#Patch Time!

New Windows updates cause UNSUPPORTED_PROCESSOR blue screens

FBI warns of patched Barracuda ESG appliances still being hacked

Windows 10 KB5029331 update introduces a new Backup app

 

#Tech and #Tools

Google Workspace will require two admins to sign off on critical changes

Kali Linux 2023.3 released with 9 new tools, internal changes

MSI: Recent wave of Windows blue screens linked to MSI motherboards
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This content was created by Kindred Group Security. Please share if you enjoyed!

Kindred Group in brief

Kindred Group is one of the world’s leading online gambling operators with business across

Europe, US and Australia, offering more than 30 million customers across 9 brands a great form

of entertainment in a safe, fair and sustainable environment. The company, which employs

about 2,000 people, is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm Large Cap and is a member of the European

Gaming and Betting Association (EGBA) and founding member of IBIA (Sports Betting Integrity

Association). Kindred Group is audited and certi�ed by eCOGRA for compliance with the 2014

EU Recommendation on Consumer Protection and Responsible Gambling (2014/478/EU). Read

more on www.kindredgroup.com.
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